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Summer's Days and Salad Days: 
The Coming of Age of 

Anthropology? 

Mark Hobart 

Shall I compare thee to a summer's day? 
Thou art more lovely and more temperate : 
Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May. 
And summer's lease hath all [()O shorl a dale . . 

Shakespeare. Sonnet XVlII 

In dingy stores in the shadier streets of Singapore, for a few dollars over the 
counter, one used to be able to obtain a small bottle from the Chinese 
pharmacopoeia . It contained a wondrous elixir which could be sniffed, 
smeared o n, or drunk. The label guaranteed its efficacy against all manner of 
ills, including (as I recall) old age, typhoid. cholera, headaches, kidney failure , 
sexual impotence, consripation and flatulence. To obtain the intellectual 
equivalent fortu nately one need not go to the corners of the earth - indeed 
this is liable IO bring the panacea into disrepute - it is available at one's local 
department of anthropology, without prescription. If learned and inwardly 
digested, the comparative method claims to solve the myriad problems of man 
in society by mulching them into suitable pap for consumption or for the 
iustrarion of laler generations. 

Non-anthropologists might wonder what all the fuss is about. What is so 
special about comparison' Briefly, it underpins - explicitly or implicitly -
almost all the ways of talking about other cultures. Whether we study 
agriculture or food , narrative or myth, Divinity or witches, we are comparing 
our popular or technical categories with other peoples'. Analysis in terms of 
economic 'infra·strucrures' or self· interest assumes the sha red reality of 
production or the utilitarian nature of human action . Discussions of 'political 
systems' presuppose the generality of systems and that forms of power a re 
comparable. 'Ritual" 'religion' and similar terms commonly imply universal 
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criteria of rationality by which to distinguish true knowledge from symbols or 

ideology. 
So what is wrong with comparing? The answer is that it depends on what 

one understands by comparing and how one uses it. The trouble is that .he 
comparative method is linked to claims that anthropology should be'scientific'. 
Unfortunately recent debate suggests not only that science is often not 
scientific, bur also that it is not facts we compare , but discourses, each with 
their own presu ppositions. Exporting our models has serious and insidious 
implica tions for how we understand, talk about and treat o ther peoples. As a 
method in anthropology, comparison tends to confuse several distinct processes 
and overlook the degree to which comparison and translation are acts on the 
part of the analyst which involve culturally available alternatives. Anthrop
ology also faces the curious problem rhar our categories are 'second-order\ as 
they depend on (possib ly incommensurable) native discourses. So analysis 
may require multiple perspectives - a SOrt of poetic, rather than scientific, 
realism - and reflection on how discourses overlap. Perhaps we are closer to 
the poet above who recogni,"s the implications of his analogies and medium, 
than we are to neutral scientific observers peddling panaceas. 

STONE AGE SCIENCE 

Anthropology by its brief is concerned with explor ing and, in a sense, 
'explaining' variation between societies or cultures. According to a classic 
view this requires the comparative method. For 'without systematic 
comparative s tudies anthropology will become only historiog raphy and 
ethnography. Sociological theory must be based on, and continually tested by, 
systematic comparison.' (Radcliffe·Brown 1958a: 110) Comparison is viewed 

as the anthropological equivalent of the controlled experimentation of natural 

sciemists. 

For social anthropology the task. is to formulate and validate statements aboul Ihe 
condi tions of existence of social systems (law of .social stat ics ) and the regularities thai 
are observable in .social change (laws of social dynamiCS) . This can on ly be done by the 
systematic use of (he comparative method . . _ . 

(Radcliffe-Brown 1 9~8., 128) 

Social facts are held to have essences discernible independent of observers and 
frames of reference. Behind such an inductive approach, however, lurk far
from-empirical assumptions about the degree to which societ ies, systems and 
facts exist untainted by, or extricable from, rival interpretations, heuristic 
models and values_ 
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Use of the comparative method is not just a convenience, but is closely 
linked (Q the question of whether the subject is a natural science or not, a 
matter over wh ich there has been much controversy, I What then do irs 
proponents understand by science? Even at the time of its proposal, Radcliffe
Brown's vision was an unlikely fossil left over from schoolboy notions of 
natural science (d. Losee 1980: 145-220). So, before hailing their subject 
('discipline ' smacks of an order, a rigour, even a regimentation replete with 
boots and leather) as scientific, anthropologists might well reflect on changing 
understandings of what science is. The difficulties in Radcliffe-Brown's 
simple use of induction, for in stance, have been exposed by Popper's critical 
rationalism ; and interest has shifted to evaluating research programmes by 
results, or to evolving sets of logically coherent theories (Lakatos 1970), 
although here only the most marginal results are empirically falsifiable 
(Quine 1953 ). The wheel has nearly come full circle. Scientists themselves 
have begun to appear as unwiuing subjects of cu ltural history. ripe for 
anthropological examination (Feyerabend 1975 ; 223-85) and their practice as 
depending on historically specific presuppositions (Collingwood 1940; Kuhn 
1962 ) or on customary ways of solving problems (Kuhn 1977 ). The 
anthropologist hoping to play natural scientist may be like an intrepid explorer 
who sets off to discover new continents only to find himself in his own back 
garden. 

Some habits still linger. Induction relies on a prior judgement as to what 
will count as similarity, through selecting out 'essential' feacures from 
contingent ones. The rest looks spuriously simple: 

The postulale of the inductive method is {hat all phenomena are subject to natural law, 
and that consequently it is possible, by the application of certain logica l methods , to 
discover and prove certain general laws, i.e., certain general sratements or formulae, of 
greater or less degree of generality, each of which applies to a certain range of facts or 
events. 

(Radcliffe-Brown 1958b: 7) 

The reference to natural law begs the question of the basis of regularity, but 
the method yields apparent results by having already classified the 'facts' 
(particulars). Unfortunately, as Barnes has pointed out, in the world 

there are no clearly identical , indistinguishable particulars to cluster toget her. For all 
the complexity and richness of language, experience is immeasurably more complex, 
and richer in information. Physical objects and events are never self-evidently identical 
or possessed of identical essences. 

I B. Barnes 1982: 28, my emphasis) 
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The compara(ive method draws attention away from how the data (note 
these are 'given') to ~ ~~mpa~ed are constituted in the first place. One may 
postulate a realm ~f ( eric) SOCial fans independent of indigenous mooels, but 
most anthropological data are mongrel , as they involve two discourses and 
sets of 'learned Similarity relations' (Kuhn 1977: 307-19). So it is far from 
st raig htforwa.rd to tell to what ostensible regulariries are due. The passion for 
?eneral laws Involves an appea l to a stone age norion of natural science which 
,In t~~ Ole3nri.me h~s a~guably become more concerned with uniqueness and 
exciting partlculamies (lons 1977: 9). 

STEAM AGE SCIENCE 

These difficulties have led t " o a ne't'll SC lentl sm - rationalist rather than 
empiricist - ~[fuc[Ura!i~m. The cenaimy of fact is replaced with assumptions 
abou.[ how mind classifies experience by virtue of i[s innare struCture. The 
rela{to~ of comparison and general laws is reversed, as ethnography reveals 
how mmd (both as genus and species) constrains cultural pOSSibility. 

In am~ro~logy as in linguislics, therefore, it is not comparison that suppons 
gene~ail~ll.on, b~( rhe othe r way around. If .. . the unconscio us aCfivity of the mind 
consists 1~ Imposing .form on coment, and if these [arms are fundamentally the same 

for ~I~ mlOds - anCient and m~ern , primitive and civili7.ed .. , i( is necessary and 
su fflCle~1 (0 grasp The unconscIOus structure underlying each institution and each 

Custom In order (0 obtain a principle of interprelation val id for OTher institutions. 

(U~v i · Srrauss I 968a: 21 ) 

There are some big ' ifs ' here. The fundamental laws of culture reduce to the 
unco~~cious struc turing of mind; and structure is the necessary and su fficient 
condHfo~ of human. ne,ural organi:r.arion. Ethnographic evidence no longer 
underwrites generalization: rather comparative work confirms the uni versal 
working of mind. 

To its detriment, the argument presupposes a classification of relevant 
facts; and 'mind' is treated as an entity independem of the Contexts of its 
activity: 'Structure' ~Iso ~as several potentially different senses. It may be 
anatomically or phYSiologically neural (so producing 'structure ' as form or as 
proce~s); it may refer to ideals. rules or regularities in socie ty (vaguely 
conceived) ; Or apot.au-Jeu of rhe lot known as an ' underlying structure' _ an 
obscure. transcendental and largely unfalsifiable norion. We do not need such 
postulates to accou'nt for what people say and do anyway I Bourdieu (977). As 
Ions put it succinctly, we are dealing with 'Positivism in the French mould' 
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(1977 : 135).' The argument for comparing strucrures based on rhe 
universality of the human mind is circular ( 1977: 138-9). As the notIOn of 
structure begs the question. it may be tautologically (rue bur unmformatlve. 

How exhaustive and exclusive is a structu ra l explanation of ethnography? 
Because it seemed to make sense of some of the perplexities of myth, kinship 
and symbolic dualism, it has been treated, like the Chine~e medicine, as a 
cure-all. lr cannot deal, however. with simple utterances like sentences, let 
alone texts (Ricoeur 1971; 1976), discourse (Foucault 1972; 1979) o r style 
(Donoghue 198 1), which depend on predication and implicit presuppositions, 
except by breaking these down into rudimentary unit~ to be treated as If the? 
were signs {the fallacy of division}. If it is not exhaustIve, by the same token Il 
is nOt exclusive. Myth lends itself to subrler analyses (Girard 1978: 178-98; 
Culler 1981: 169-87); classification may be more sens itively understood 
(Karim 1981); and rhe ethnography more fully explicated by recognizing 
metaphys ical presuppositions (lnden 1976; 1985 ; Overing 1985 b). The 
human mind is more complex and subtle than structuralism can allow . 

Sufficient has already been written about the epistemological problems of 
structuralism that they do not bear repeating.} At the best of times reliance on 
analogic reasoni ng is pro blematic (Lloyd 1966: 304 -420 ): and not only does 
structuralism presuppose criteria of likeness, but things which are anal~g.o~s 
are not identicaL So comparison in in va riably skewed and inaccurate ab inItIO. 

By admitting only two forms of association (from the 'four master t~opes" , 
them selves dubious essences of diverse figures of speech) everythmg IS 

reduced by a further, and false, dichotomy so that what is not metaphor is ;ps.o 
facto metonymy. If the former covers a mUltitud: of sins, the latter IS 

positively promiscuous (Levin 1977: 80-2). (One might nOte that metonymy 
has been linked to scientific reduction and metaphor to poetiC realism (Burke 
1969: 503 - 7 ), in which case Levi·Strauss tries to have his cake and eat it.) 
By depending upon the method of divis ion and the choice of concepts and 
logical operations appropriate to it, the world appears structured In a bm~ry 
fashion. However, this is nor a result of Mind at ali , but of the categories 
allowed in the analysis:1 

Structuralist analyses are more often the showcase for v;rltJ,oso presti
digitation than for strict method or ethnographic enlighten ment. On a li~h.ter 

note, one can produce delightful absurdities as easily as purported profundities. 
For example, Levi ·Strauss's classic analysis of the Oedipus myth .( 1968b: 
206-19) has a 'structure' identical to rhe Dracula legend, as any a(( lclonado 
of Hammer Horror films may attest. Briefly, the four themes in Oedipu s 
(l968b: 214 - 15) are recapitulated in the story of Dracula as follows: 
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Overraring of Underrating of Denial of Persistence blood relations blood relations autochthony of aucochthony 

Dracula sucks Dracula kills Dracula Dracula always victim's blood victim by destroyed rises from 
drain ing blood by men grave aga in 

There is also an interest ing 'transformation ' in [he other classic Gothic tale of 
Frankenstein (both said to have been originally conceived On the same 
evening in 181 6 beside Lac Leman ). The relation of [he two structures may 
be described as follows: 

a b 

Overrating of 
blood relations/ 
affinity 

Frankenstein 
mixes pans of 
humans 

C : d becomes a : b 

Underrating of 
blood relations/ 
affinity 

Frankenstein 
kills people 
[Q do so 

Spontaneous 
(male) 

creation of 
life 

Frankenstein 
creates life 
without birth 

: e 

Denial of 
spontaneous 
crea tion of 
life 

Frankenstein 
is himself 
killed 

One could elaborate the details ad nauseam. For example. if Frankenstein 
is Promethean, Dracula is a superlative autochthonous being who returns to 
his nati ve soil each nigh! and may only be killed by a wooden s take moving 
downwa rds, the reversal of the natural (p lant ) growth of autochthony. The 
two srories also display (he ambiguity in Levi·Strauss's account of how myths 
'resolve contradict ions'. Dracula works by providing an alternative to the 
serious human problem of death, in the still less palatable possibility of 
becoming an eternal and miserable 'undead', for whom death is a merciful 
re lease ('the Asdi wa l SOlution' where Asdiwal's face is worse than the 
inconveniences of matrilocality: Levi-Strauss 1967). Frankenstein resolves 
the problems of the bodily and social integrity of persons by converting the 
problem into a less serious and academic one , namely the possibility of 
exclusively male creation of life ('the Oedipus sol ution', where a similar 
problem is convened into a juxtaposition of rival ancient Greek accounts of 
reproduction. Without too much ingenuity multiple 'oppositions' may be 
discerned between the two heroes: 
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Dracula 
Destroying life 
Ascribed status 

Mark Hobart 

Frankenstein 
Creating life 
Achieved status 

Nature carried to excess 
Anti-Christian as diabolic 

Culture carried to excess 
Anti-Ch ristian as Jewish 

If my analysis is trivial or wrong, the onus is on structuralists to provid~ 
criteria of method; something they are loth to do, perhaps because sue 

analyses are nOlOriously idiosyncratic. 

INCOHERENCES 

'Descriptions of indubitable facts conflict with one another.' 942 2<) 
(Pepper 1 " 

h Id e be comparing to what? 
When we compare, what exactly are we, or 5 OU W • 

At this point serious problems of the comparative m,ethod become ax~;rent. 
Confusion arises when we imagine we are comparing facts from I ere~t 
cultures instead of comparing frameworks or discourses. As M. Jourd~tn 
s ke prose all his life without realizing it, we may have been comparlOg 
po . a potent·lally informative manner. First, however, It IS necessary 

unawares tn . w _ 
to consider what comparison involves and why the comm.on-sense ~~e h 
that it is facts we compare ~ is inadequate. In the next sectlon, ! conSI er ~ e 
dangers in applying standard anthropological discourse .to.the Inte~p~etat~on 
of other cultures and conclude by suggesting ways of Obv13tlOg the dIfficultIes. 

The impression that we compare facts assumes that 

knowing is taci dy conceived as a processing of raw material .in to a fjniShd~d prod~ct; 
led . h posed to rPllulre that we Iscover lust 

and an understanding of know ge IS t us sup ~, 

what the raw material is. (Goodman 1972: 26) 

The corollary of this is that facts do nOt simpl y determine theory. Theori:~ 
are remarkably resilient to contradictory evidence. ~' here It rears ItS ugly he 
(Quine 1953: 42 fl.) but are wreathed in verisimdltude because 

observational reports. experimenral results, "factua.l" st~tements, either contain 

theoretical assumptions or assert them by the manner In WhICh(~~;~r:~~~~n5: 31 ) 
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T o the extent that different theories are incommensurable, so may be their 
'facts '.' 

What then is meant by comparing? In the simplest version it connotes 
likening, that is ' to speak of or represent as si milar' l Or mOre specifically 'to 
mark or point out the similarities and differences of ([WO or more things)' 
(Oxford Ellglish Dictiollary, parentheses in the original). There are several 
separate issues here. Social acts o r representations are not things with essences 
which can be simply abstracted from context. The definition is already 
discomfiting. Similarity is not sameness~ and pointing to si milarities begs the 
question of the criteria anyway. Representing as similar is a commentator's 
act and is nO( given in things themselves. 

In representing an object, we do noc copy .. . a construal or interpretation - we 
achieve it. In other words, nothing is ever represented either shorn of or in the fullness 
of its properties. A pic1Ure never merely represents x, bUI rather represents x as a man 
or represents x to be a mountain, or represents the fact that x is a melon. 

(Goodman 198 1,9) 

This approach allows one to ask under what conditions people represent 
something as something else and so bring context and power back into the 
study of collective representations. 

Matters are just as bad if we look at how we establish what things have in 
common. 

The essemial feature it seems would be what one might call a specific experience of 
comparing and of recogni zi ng. Now il is queer thai on closely looking at cases of 
comparing. it is very easy 10 see a greal number of activities and states of mind, all 
more or less characteristic of the act of comparing . This is in facl so, whether we speak 
of comparing from memory or of comparing by means of a sample before our eyes . ... 
The more such cases we observe and the closer we look at them , the more doubtful we 
feel about finding one particular memal experience characteristic of comparing. 

(WittgenSle in 1969,86) 

If this is so, as Wingenstein argues for cloth samples, how much more 
intricate is the kind in which anthropologists indulge? At beSt we see complex 
forms of behaviour; more often we deal with interpretations of behaviour and 
statements about abstractions, like roles, institutions and values. 

What then underwrites Radcliffe-Brown's, and others\ assuredness that it 
is facts we compare? Usually it is some assumption about natural law , or the 
nature of human beings. The antecedents of the former view draw upon the 
distinction between phuJiJ and 110mOJ, nature and convention, where natural 
regularity is unmediated by culture (although 'la w' itself is a metaphor from 
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1Iomos!). As Collingwood pointed our as long ago as 1945, inconvenien tly the 
conception of these law s has changed at least twice in \Vestern scientif ic 
th inking. A subller version involves the further assumptions that .human 
perception and mutual intelligibility are universal because .there IS (a) .3 

psychic unity and (b) a necessarily shared rationality of mankmd (see HollIS 
1970; (982). Recent variations on this theme include assertions about the 
generality of ' material·object language' [Horton 1979) and p roposit.ional 
thinking [Sperber 1975; 1982). Both argu ments are open to seriOUS C""Clsm 
(see the contribut ions in Overing 1985a). Now what would happen If people 
in other cuhures explained regularities or universals in different ways such 
that it affected their actions and so was not just an issue or interpretation? To 
consider these questions, we must turn to echnography. 

The explanation of order and accident is a matte r of tex tual and popular 
concern in Bali . Balinese seem largely to lack a dichotomy between nature 
and cuhure: all regu ladty - be it [he seasons, plant or human life, or {he 
pattern of daily existence - is due to Divinity, Ida Sang Hyang Widi .Wasa. 
Widhi is 'rule, law, ordering, regulation'; kawidhi'to command, order; wasa 
'power, force , dominion' ; and widhiwasa 'the power of fate or destiny' 
(Zoctmulder 1982 : 2262-3,2213- 14). So th is is not a mere name (as 
Duff.Cooper suggests, 1985: 71) but arguabl y Divinity as order, in the sense 
both of what orders and the power of order[s) or fate . In another aspect 
Divinity is the power [sakli) available to people to affect one another's lives. 
So order and power are both determinate of, and ye t affected by , human 
actions. In place of a dichotomy we have overlapping classes, aspects or 

perspectives on a complex reality. . ' . 
Where anthropologists are prone to focus on concomitan t variation 

[A . Cohen 1969), Balinese stress the particularities of evolv ing form s. 
Everything in the world is changing (11UJJ.emahall) into something else. In this 
Heraclitean universe regularity is a sign of potential disjuncture or disrupwre. 
Also, concern is less with explaining the normal than the idiosyncratic or 
unexpected, when chance or fate (ganli) operates. \Vhere we s[res~ the 
regularity of (he diurnal cycle, the unending succession of days and nights, 
Balinese are more struck by the differences between days, and between what 
happens by day and night. The facts are not in dispute so much as what one 

makes of them. 
The universality of percepcion - and so the grou nding of compa rison in 

ident ical appreciation of facts - has recently been deba ted using Balinese 
materials [Bloch 1977 : Bou rdi llon 1978; Howe 1981). Bloch ra ises tWO 
interesting and irnportanc questions: are perception5 of natural process, or 
time . universal? And how do such perceptions relate to action? There mu st, 
he argues, be a difference between culturall y specific 'ideologies' and 
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'knowledge" of a shared reality ·available in all cultu res' [1977: 285), a view 
confirmed by the possibi li ty of communication and translation, and guaranteed 
by a felicitous conj unction of logic and nature. For a universa l 'concept of 
time' is both logically necessary to language alld naturally determined ( 1977 : 
283,285). Apart from the startlingly idealist assumption that. if people do 
not share a cognitive model , they are incapable of registering what happens let 
alone responding, one does not need a concept of rime to act. The assumption 
that 'linear, irreversible lime' is universa l and therefore real merely dignifies 
an ethnocentric spatia l metaphor.l. Far from being radical. as suggested. 
Bloch's argument is profoundly conservative, embracing an equally dated 
rationalism and positivist Ulilitaria nism at once. With charming epistem
ological ingenuousness. its Marxism is fraternal racher than philosophical. 

Balinese, in fac t, rarely refer to time (kala) as the generali7.ed essence of 
quaJi(atively different processes, preferrjng to stress their particular attributes. 
They explicitly eschew the spatial metaphors their commentators so readily 
impute (Q them. Bloch 's examples of agriculture and policics serve 10 make 
the paim. Rice cuhivation is not spoken of in terms of cycles: for each differs 
and has its own entelechy. N or can one simply treat the rilUal 'cycle' as 
mystifying relations of production in real time because ritual and labour are 
inter·,.lated in various way' (Hobart 1978). Bal inese speak of labour and 
tech nology as necessary but not sufficient condit ions of successful rice
growing. Cultivation is explained transformarionally : labour, raw materials 
and technology must be controlled to produce an appropriate outcome, 
instantiated in one form in ritual. So the use of odd-looking things like torch 
bat. ( eri~s as fertilizer (see sari below) is justified by a processual paradigm, 
quite different from, but just as workable as, a model of material ca usation. 

Public polit ics in Bal i has been claimed to be a fo rm of theatre [Gee", 
1980), which contrasts with ' rea l· power relations [Bloch 1977: 284). This 
rests on a mistaken, if suggestive. importation of metaphor. Bal inese ideas of 
the re lation of theatre or performance and reality differ sharply from ours. 
The relation of public and private poli tics is ohen expressed in the image of 
puppets and shadow puppetee r, just as the "yle of political negotiation dra ws 
upon the tactics of rO)'31 statecraft. 'Practical' goa ls are as culturally mediated 
as are ·symbolic· ones (Durkheim 1933: 200-19: Parkin 1976: 163-74). 
The semblance of comparability comes from imposing alien metaphors and 
metaphysics on unsuspecting others.1 Like those gendemen who live off 
ladies of easy virtue in other streels in Singapore, it brings in a good living bur 
does little more than pander to depraved, or perhaps deprived. tastes. 

It should be evident how uninformative it is to ta lk about (acts free from 
observers or commentators. For. 
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frames of reference . . . seem to belong less to what is described [han to systems of 
descript ion .... If I ask about the world, you can oHer to tell me how it is under one or 
more frames of reference; bUI if I insist thaI you tell me how it is apan from all frames, 
what can you say? We are confined (0 ways of describ ing whatever is described , Our 

uni ve rse. so ( 0 speak. consists of these ways rather than of II world o r of worlds. 
(Goodman 1978, 2-3 1 

If we are not si mply comparing factS, on what does Ihe feasibility and 

imellectual coherence of comparison rest? 

Philosophers sometimes mis take features of discourse for fea lUres of the subject of 
di scourse . ... Cohere nce is a cha racter istic of desc riptions. not of the world : the 
significam question is not whe the r the wo rld is coherent , but whether our accou nt 
is . .. . What we must face IS [he fact char evcn the truest description comes nowhere 
near faithfully reprod uci ng the wa~ the world is ... (no true description) tells us the 
way [he wo rld is, but each of [hem tells us 0 way the world is. 

(Goodman 1972,24 . 29. 311 

So we are comparing, not fac ts or the world , but desc ripl ions or discourses. 
Does it (hen foll ow that , in compar ing 'data' seructured according to diffe rent 
frame works, we are in volved in a kind of category mistake? It is to this issue I 

now turn. 

IMPORTANT ARSENALS 

Comparing is one of several ways of relating arr ributes or things - preselected 
by some (often implic it ) criterion - like contras ting, illustrating, e~ucidati ng, 
weighing, eva luating and representing. We also compare ddfe~ence~ , 
illumi nate by contrast , elucidate by analogy and so on.8 Comparison IS 

sometimes used of relating things which differ in deg ree but are of the sa me 
kind; and contraSI where they differ in kind but have some si milarity of 
degree (e.g. Crabb 1974: 178 ). This is inadequale. however, where neit her 
classi fica tion into kinds nor the distinction bet ween deg ree and kind can be 
assumed . The problem is related to the tradilional difference between what is 
distinct _ ideas, concepts, or values which are d iscre te and d iffer - and what 
is opposite - where categories overlap. The qualit ies of being just. generous 
or courageous are distinc t ; gcxx:l and bad a re opposites and may be related 
dialectically . Whether d ifferences are of degree or of kind depends on the style 
of analysis being carried out (see Colling wood 1933, 26 If.). Whatever their 
personal proclivities, anthropologists are nor justified in jumping ro 
assumptions abou t how such ca tegories are viewed in other cultu res. The 
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relationship between the analyse's and the actors' classifications of the world 
in any instance should not be decided a priori. 

Although anthropologis ts observe behaviour, more than is often cred ited 
depends on native statemems in interpreting what constitutes sig nificam 
behaviour and in defining (he relevam comext before such statements can be 
checked aga inst the observer's constructions of the behaviour. In other words, 
we re late indigenous and anthropologica l systems of description or discourse. 
So much is obvious. What may be less so are the preconst raints and 
presuppositions of the technical arsenal we bring to bear. When we invoke the 
language of social structure, systems of relations, insti tUlions, symbols, beliefs 
and collect ive represenrations, we must warch out for what we assume for 
ourselves and o ur infor mants , in so doing. Two simple questions come to 
mind. How do the observer's categories relate to indigenous ones? And how 
does our technical lang uage affect our translations? 

Society is o ften spoken of as 'structured'. Insofar as struc ture is a feature of 
discou rse we are comparing models of the world. The potential problems 
emerge in discussions aboUl the Balinese sta te, which is often said to have a 
'feudal' , or ' patrimonial ' strUCture. The divergences from Weseern ideal types 
are held accou ntable in terms of economic, local political or symbolic 
Slf uctu res (t he 'Asiatic mode of production', c ross·cutt ing ties or the 
'sy mbology of power '; see Geem 1980). Now it is one thing to use Western 

~~els to gain insight into Balinese politics, it is another to anticipate 
Indigenous representations. 

Some of the problems are plain. Definit ions of 'the State' presuppose 
structure in the first place. Powers a re dispersed in all sorts of ways; and the 
Stale should perhaps be seen as part of a discourse of contested polilical 
claims, as an aspect of soc ial relations, rather than a srructure in and of itself 
(Ski llen 1985). Granted the labi le and disputed nat ure of Balinese power 
relations, it is difficult, even meaningless, to isolate and com pare the 
'tradi tional' and modern struct ures of the State. Polit ical argu mem in Bali 
dwells nor so much o n Str uctu re as on whether power flows down fr om 
Divinity through an ordered hie rarchy or is compet it ively open ro al l. So our 
language of 'kings ', ' minis ters', ' priests' and 'subjects' is cur iously inappropriate 
to a discourse where the metaphors are nOt static and material ( the State and 
power as something one holds, has, wie lds), but are abom transformation and 
the control of change. Timeo Dalloos el dona jerentis. 

As with 'structure', it is easy co assume 'system' - kinship systems, naming 
systems and so on - where {his exists solely in lhe anthropologis t's frame of 
refer~nce .. The rationale for the comparative study of kinship termino logy and 
relatlOns 15 partly that one can compare different indigenous models of the 
natural phenomena of human reproducrion. So far so good, bUl jt does nO[ 
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briefly. As Barley has remarked, ' the decision ro interpret behaviour as 
"sy mbolic" is of ten the product of the failure of the anthropologist to 

comprehend someth ing, plus a dogmatic comm irment to [he rat iona lity of 
primitive man.' 11983: 10) Symbolism is what appears irrat ional to the 
analyst. Being defined negatively, it is a sui tably amorphous category (0 act as 
an explanatory deus ex mochino. with a generality stemming from an appeal 
[Q a dubiously universal notion of rat ionality. \Vhat is rat ional to think 
constitutes knowledge; what isn't makes up ideology or belief. 

Cha rting imagined worlds is no substitute for ethnographic inqu iry. One 
may ask the Balinese if something is symbolic by us ing t he Indonesian 
simbolis If rom the Dutc h symbolisch) , but as they do nOt recognize such 
general terms one is politely invited [Q ask a coherenc question. The Balinese 
recognize instead a whole range of terms. For instance, ciri covers mu ch of 
what strict Saussureans might ca ll a s ign ; but where a sign is mnemon ic, it is 
a paingel. The d ifficult domain of exemplification. metaphor and allusion is 
commonly handled by contrasting conlo and pra(liw)imba , which one might 
gloss as ' example' and ' analogy' respectively. The distinction depends on 
complex c riteria of verification (which include whether the connection is 
manifest and whether it is intr insic or imputed ). Balinese also distinguish twO 
kinds 01 bel ieving: pracayo and ngega. The forme r implies some kind of 
commitment in the absence of cerrain know ledge; the latter suggests a simi lar 

commitment but with grou nds fo r knowing (uning) something to be so. This 
is not to replace vapid Weste rn concepts with equally nebulous Orienral ones, 
but s imply to poin t out that such indigenous class ifications in use are part of 
the empirical evide nce. AnthrO?Jlogists rarely lose s leep, or repu cations, over 
suc h issues : Clifford Geertz's study of the sy mbolism o f the Balinese state 
blissfully ignored the ca tegories Balinese ac tually use Isee 1980: 135), or 
even the possibility that they might not confo rm (Q his! 

Sim ilar problems pervade eve n that hardiest anthropological perennial 
'collect ive representations' . Originally a heu ristic device to argue the 
irreducib ility of social phenomena (Q indi vidual, or psychological , choices, it 
has come to confer a spurious generali ty to what others say and do in their 
putati vely 'closed' and cosy worlds. H ow many people, though, have to share a 
representation before it is collective? Sharing language, in the sense of using 
the same words (or ' tokens'L does not entai l people extrac ting the same 
meanings from them - jf indeed (hey extraCt meaning at all - any more than 
they represent things in the same way. 'Sharing' is a notion fraug ht wit h 
ambiguit ies. The countless ways in which people may use words, interpret, 
dispute and rephrase o thers is boiled down into a contex rless essence which 

provides suitable grist to the comparative mill. U 

Cultu ral representat ions have recently been resusci tated by Sperber in 
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defending his view [hat true knowledge consis ts of proposi tions about the 
world . ' Ignoring the diff icult ph ilosophica l prob lems this ra ises' ( 1985: 76), 
he postulates a POI-pou" i, of nat ural and psychological universals, spiced 
with innate cognit ive dispositions and held together by an oddly am ic causal 
ribbon. Representations are reduced to s imple correspondences between 
' mental forms', brain patterns and 'conc rete, physical objects ' ( 1985 : 77) . 
Representation , however, is not a closed field - people port ray things in 
particular ways on different occasions - and torturing it on the Procrustea n 
bed of naive realism merely leaves one with useless appendages. What lives on 
as fact in monographs are the ethnographe r's representations of people often 
long s ince dead or, Strictly, recollections of a few of the ways a handful of 
people spoke about the world on a few occasions. Such rea lism is 3n 

unfortunate heritage of our own peculiar scient ism and essenriaUsm. If it 
comes as a surprise to contemporary social scientists, it did not to our lite ra ry 
beuers and forebea rs. My opening quotat ion conc ludes: 

But thy eternal summer shall nO( fade, 
Nor lose possession of thai fai r Ihou oWest: 
Nor sha ll Death brag thou wander ·s l in his shade , 
When in eternal lines (0 time thou growesl: 

So long as men shall breathe. or eyes can see, 
So long lives this. and chis gives life to thee . 

ARMCHAIR AnA SES 

One of the best arguments for some kind of comparison {urns on the proble m 
of translation. It is the familiar thesis (hat we cannor trans la te between 
languages unless there are perceptual and logical processes common to all 
humans : ' the inqui rer must presuppose shared percepts, judgements , concepts 
and rules of judgement in the making of his e mpirica l discoveries about 
beliefs.' IH ollis 1982: 73) This is not all. There must also be a 

" massive central core oC human thinking which has no h islOry·' and jt has to be one 
which embodies the only kind of ralional think ing there can be. The ··massive central 
core" cannol be an empir ica l hypothesis. liable in principle (0 be falsified in the va riety 
of human cultures. but luckily in fact upheld. . . T here has to be an epistemological 
unit y of mankjnd. 

(Hol!;s 1982: 83-4) 

Translation presu pposes both comparison and a battery of human universals. 
The weakness of [he non· universalist stance, on this view, is that it 
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inadvertently assumes universal rationality and order to establish a 'bridgehead' 
into other cultures. Thi s is a reasonable peine But quite what does the 
bridgehead involve? Crucially. there must be a corresp:mdence. or equivalence. 
between native and analyst's utterances (see Hollis 1970: 214). Matters are 
not so simple. however. Such 'equivalence structures' do not guarantee 
identity of mental, or logical, processes. All that is needed is for those 
concerned to be able to read an interpretation of actions, evems or words, 
which does not violate (heir own panicu lar standards. "Vallace. wirh salutary 
scepticism about rhe positivist pretensions of this whole line of argument, has 
pointed out that it is doubtfu l if any but the simplest society cou ld work 
without widespread miscommunication 11961: 29- 44). The rationa liSt dream 
of the condirions of translation is likely to prove a practical nightmare. 

One reason why the argument looks so plausible is that it rests upon the 
long· in· the-tooth. but popular, presupposition that either translation is possible 
and propositions true aC rosS languages. or we could never understand other 
people at all. This 'myth of perfect communication' presumes that under
standing cannot be partial, even within ou r own culture: an exid obse rvation 
from academics who so often offer quite different accountS of what happened 
at the seminars they auend. Behind the myth are several pernicious and 
related dichotomies. Either one understands people or one doesn't. Either 
statemems are tfue or they are nor. Either native beliefs accord with the 
universality of logic, perception, classification or what nor, or they are 
culturally specific. Either native unerances are facrual (propositional or 
rational) or they are symbolic. Like Morton's fork there are two convenient 
categories. If we think we understand a native statement or infer intelligible
looki ng motives for action, this is evidence of a shared reality, If we cannot, it 
must be culture-specific, The armchair analyst is always, if tautologously. 
right. 

If realism is top-heavy with metaphysical presuppositions (some of which 
Hollis concedes, 1982: 84), how does one translate without a bridgehead' In 
trying to make sense of another culture, the use of postulated equivalences -
be they perceptual, evaluative or logical - is simply a useful starting point, 
not a conceptual crucifix. We use all sorts of information to try to grasp what 
our informants tell us about ",hat we see. Call these 'bridgeheads' if you will. 
Translat ing is not so different from interpreting and poses analogous problems 
of validation (Hirsch 1967). As knowledge and understanding gradually 
increase, previous assumptions are modified. Radical translation is not an all· 
or-not hing venture; it is a dialectic (t he parallel in interpretation being the 
hermeneutic circle) between our informants' and our own varying repre
sentations. 

Recognizing these problems would make anth ropology a more sensitive and 
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intellectually demanding subject than most practitioners would wish 10 allow. 
Adopting the ostrich option will not spi rit them away, however, as a glance at 
three widely used Balinese expressions and their vocabulary of comparison 
shows. 

EotilIg 

Everywhere animals and people eat. Is this nor a universal which underwrites 
translation? Now Balinese has several lexical levels with ranked terms (or the 
same object or act. Words for ingesting include mitman, marayu,uJn, 
ngajengang, rnadaar, ngamoh, ngaloklok, neda and nyaseksek. The first two 
are used of high priests and Brahmans, or when inferiors address princes. 
Ngajengang is used for most other high castes. MadBar is used with strangers, 
where status is unclear, for politeness, by some ambitious people about 
themselves, but also of the sick. Ngamoh is used of lower castes and, by them, 
for people they know well. It may also be used loosely of ani mals. Different 
animals are distinguished by their way of feeding . So ngaloklok is said of 
beasts which gu lp, like dogs and pigs (neda is used of dogs owned by high 
castes); nyaseksek describes how a chicken picks at the ground, and how 
people pick out items from a collection. There are many others. 

Is there a basic act, say ngal1U1h , with synonyms? BU[ how synonymous are 
these if chey connote respect, or other altitudes? Or is it a matter of style? 
How we imerpret usage. however, depends on prior assumptions. Proposition
ally, the words may be treared as synonymous predicates; as sentences or 
utterances, they are not. For they are not substirUlable, borh because terms 
are fairly fixed for certain castes and because their extensions djffer. We may 
decide that we are dealing with an activity common to humans and animals, 
to be explained prima jacie as a single phenomenon. Do the Balinese, though, 
regard it this way? Classically, members of different castes art different kinds 
of beings; and animals are quite aparr in the Scale o( Being. It is easy to 
assume low Balinese to be 'basic' and everything else 'respect vocabulary". 
Regrettabl}'l words cannO[ be ranged according (Q a single criterion: (hey may 
indicate distance, insulr, hostility, power and much besides. So it is impossible 
to provide simple rules o( use. It would in (act be more in keeping with 
Balinese taxonomic styles to treat each term as the appropriate habit o( a 
speci(jc class o( beings, withom reCOurse co essenrialized generic concepts like 
'eating' at all. 

Nourishment 

The purpose in eating in Bali is said ro be in order to ngalih mer14 {ngarereh 
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merta in high Balinese). Ngalih may be glossed as 'fetch' or 'search'. Merta, 
however, presencs serious difficulties. If one asks what merta is. one is liable 
to be told (hat if is what has sari (see below). What has sari is what has gUllo . 
What hasgu7Ul is what brings sURsemo, which is what one has (is, feels or 
thinks?) when one ngalih merta ~ I am not being deliberately awkward in 
avoiding translating these terms (one could render them as 'nourishment', 
'goodness', 'use' and 'a good feeling' at the risk of giving Sanskritists apoplexy). 
The difficulty of mutually defined terms is that severa I qu ite different kinds of 
gloss make sense of some expressions and nonsense of ochers. 

The term for cooked rice in low Balinese is nasi; door in middle; and 
oje"ga71 in high. It is also used more generally of food to be eaten. What is 
nourishing [0 humans, however, is merta; whereas merto for dogs includes 
human faeces. So the term's extension is species specific. Now (a)merla (also 
Sanskrit amrta, amrita ) has complex mythical and philosophical senses which 
include the elixir of immortality and the vital fluid of the body IWeck 1937: 
40 ff.) . 11 may be regarded as a special substance, as an attribute of certain 
things, or as an ex post fac to judgement upon predispositions. Now rice may 
also be referred to as merta. In his discussion of early tex.cual references, 
Bosch notes that 'we do well to remember that the conception of amrita 
originally did not imply [he notion of an eternal life . . .. "Immortality to man 
means to live a complete life and to be happy" ' 11960: 62- 31. So can Man 
live by rice alone? 

Depending on one's preconceptions, merla may be simply ' food'; it may be a 
nourishing substance or the absnact idea of nou rishment; it may apply only (0 

humans or to animals as well ; it may even be used of plants and some 
inanimate objects in other readings. So the Balinese may appear as simple 
savages who have nor yet worked out a set of falsifiable propositions about 
energy exchange; as ingenious bricoleurs or early empiricists ; as speculative 
natural philosophers: as lost in search of a mythical holy grail; or, in getting 
'early' usage right. hide-bound traditionalists. It is always possible to read 
one's predilections about the Other into such translations. 

Essellce 

In discussing nourishment, a key term seemed ro be sari. Will this subm it to 
translation more eas il y? In the dictionaries sari is often defined as 'essence' 
(Kersten 1978 : 4~5; Warna 1978: 502), but also as ' flower' , 'yield' and 
linked to the Indonesian homonym for 'core. essence, nucleus, gist., . pollen" 
I Echols and Shadily 1961 : 316). " Text ually it may be traced to Old Javanese 
sari, 'quintessence, the best of something, most precious part, , , pollen, 
flower' I Zoetmulder 1982: 1693). Van der Tuuk is ea rlier , but more cautious 
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on Balinese usage, It may refer to smell , (Q an egg, to the 'quintessence' of an 
edible offering, co the brain of shrimps, what makes the earth fertile; while its 
verb forms include masor; 'to have luck ' and nyari 'ro breathe in the scent of 
offerings' or '(0 eat spari ngly' ( 1897, vol 3: 52 - 31. Its compounds are 
manifold . When I asked what it meant, on several occas ions villagers made an 
analogy (p"aimbo, see above) with 'vitamin'! 

Of what is sari used? Most animate beings and inanimate things contain it, 
It is sa id to be in offerings to gods unt il the ritual is over, (Some people report 
[hat such offerings afterwards are less nou rishing than ordinary food ; others 
that they are more so.) All food Isic) has sari, as do humans, animals, plants, 
car baueries, buses and much else. The common translation as 'essence' is 
misleading. because it does nor imply essential qualities in any of the usual 
Western philosophical senses. A better rendering might be 'vital force', which 
would at least make some sense of offerings or how plants derive sari from the 
ground, In fact, transformations may be expressed in terms of sari, rather as 
we use 'energy' or 'force', A more sensitive gloss might be 'what something 
requires to keep it being what it is, or is required for irs developmenr'. It is far 
from clear, though, that there is much in common berween different uses of 
sari, Once again, in a stroke the Balinese may be rransformed from rather odd 
mystics. gravely mistaken philosophers or unrepentant Aristotelian emelechists, 
to nineteenth-century vitalists in a world full of fascinating forces (d. Needham 
1976). 

These examples show some of the obvious difficuhies in imagining that 
translation is simple or that one can compare words or propositions because 
they deal with a shared reality. A bridgehead does not te ll uS which reading is 
the right one (none fits all the statements made by Balinese). The retort that 1 
have managed to translate quire well despite my disclaimers overlooks rhe fact 
that , in this case, the contenrs of the 'bridgehead' are so vague and flexible as 
to be meaningless. As Overing has remarked, the problem is what is one to 

put in the bridgehead anyway 11985b: 154). A more serious issue is that it 
may be hard to choose between versions because they are articulated in terms 
of indigenous ideas which are mutually defined and far from the periphery of 
experience. These two concerns reflect grave criticisms of naive realism and 
empiricism, Facts do not easily determine theory or translation (Quine 1960: 
26- 79). And different 'translation manuals' make equal sense. Anyway, 
words arguably do not come singly, bur as part of complex sets which are open 
to falsification only in the limiting case IQuine 1953: 37 -47). But how is 
one to falsify the link between, say, merta and sari? 

Matters are not quite so desperate, though, Some cultures have their own 
highly developed views on such matters as language or comparison. Ignoring 
such sources at rimes looks dangerously like intellectual arrogance. Balinese 
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vocabulary for comparison, for instance, recognizes nuanced differences of 
degree and kind. The nearest equivalent to 'compare' is probably '~yajha1'g. 
from the rOOt saih, ' resemble or be equal'. It tends to imply sifting o r 
searching carefully for something amid other things, which links it to the 
near-homonym 1Iyaipa1lg, ' to sift or sieve', Where we might use 'contrast" the 
Balinese term is ngate,wng, from let" different, ocher, distinct. There are 
further terms, two of which are relevant here: masib, looking for resemblances 
of a weaker kind than implied by nyaihang; and matetimbanga1z, from timba1lK, 
to weigh. which is more or less explicitly evaluative. The words are used in 
daily life, often with more care than we show. 

Balinese precision in other respects is striking. Asking if something can be 
compared to something else, or whether it resembles it, is not a well-formed 
utterance unless one specifies the attribute or term held to apply to both. I 
once inquired if two full brothers were alike, only to be told sharply that the 
question was meaningl ess. Was I asking about their facial or bodily form, 
their character trait s, inherited or acquired idiosyncracies, the distance from a 
common origin (here mother and father), their strength or energy, or what? 
Different kinds of feature require different terms for similarity, according to 

both degree and kind. Two men with similar character traits are masaih (from 
the same roor as 'compare', 1lyaibang), in other words alike in that respect . 
But if they look alike, they are nampek (seemingly a spatial metaphor) or 
'near'. Kin, however, are held to resemble one another stricrly only in caste 
and descent group membership. Here the term is pateh, the same or equal 
with respect of that criterion alone. While it is possible to speak of 'comparing' 
features which are not tlUJsaih, but say nompek, Balinese tended to avoid 
using 1lyaihallg in this sense by circumlocution. So anemion to indigenous 
discourse does suggest an interesting means of weighing the relative merits of 
different imerpretations. Our hom~grown lang uage of comparison gets shon 
shrift in a world as subtly differentiated as the Balinese. Armchair atlases are 
best left to armchair Atlases. 

SCALY FORMS 

Contemporary anthropologists have been described as mice gnawing on the 
bones of dead dinosaurs. t) Is there a coherent alternative, though, to a 

Rabelaisian repast of Rationalism and Realism ' For, if we follow Quine, how 
are we to choose between different translations, or interpretations? Are we 
left in relativist dreamtime where anything goes; a Romantic world where the 
creativity of the ethnographer is the only constraint; where ethnography is an 
elegant fiction or a series of more or less ingenious and informative sketches? 
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Or have we reduced other cultures to silence by being able to say tOO much 
about them? The alternatives are humbler , but there is something to be said 
for small furry mammals rather than moribund reptiles. 

Relinquishing reason and reality as sufficient, if still useful , guides need 
not pitch us into loony relativism, nor make ethnography into the creative act 
of a novelist. If it did, the account of anyone who wrote about Bali without 
reading about it, doing fieldwork or knowing the language would be as valid 
as the most informed analysis. Needless to say, [his has not stopped many 
people from trying! We are not quite dealing with the eponymous individual 
champing at the creative bit, because the notions of 'individual ' and 'creativity ' 
are part of available social frames of reference (which change, of course -
they are not prisons). It is in this sense that I understand the contributions of 
Overing and Park in in this volume. 

A popular tack by malcontents with existing approaches is to embrace a 
perspectival metaphor, in one of two senses. One may counter-balance different 
views of the same events, or look at the different ways in which events present 
themselves. For I 

it is customary to think that objecti ve reality is dissolved by such relati vity of terms as 
we get through the shifting of perspectives. . But on (he contrary, it is by (he 
approach through a variety of perspectives thai we establish a character's reality . 
Indeed. in keeping with the older theory of realism (what we might call "poetic 
realism", in con trast with mooern "sc ientific realism") we could say Ihat characters 
possess degrees of being in proporcion (Q (he variety of perspectives from which they 
can with justice be perceived. 

(Burke 1969, 5041 

Are all perspectives or translations equally valid? Clearly a reasonable fit 
with observable actions, urterances and indigenous exegeses is a necessary 
condition ; while interpretations which are consistent with indigenous pre
suppositions and criteria of explanation, economy, elegance, coherence or 
whatever (see H esse on the requirements for rranslarion manuals, 1978) 
would deserve close atrention. An account would be suspect to the extent that 
it incorporated alien presuppositions or pre-empred discussion by a pri01'i 
claims about what culture, language or the world must be. If there is no such 
thing as a perfect translation or interpretation, there are still better, worse 
and idiotic ones. What, then, is one to make o( misplaced metaphors like 'the 
theatre state' or ' linear time'? Are they illuminaTing or ultimately misleading? 
I leave the marter to the reader's judgement. 

Perspectival approaches, however. have a serious drawback. They rend to 

ignore the overlap and broader historical changes in discursive traditions. 
Anthropological writings, for example, too often add to the spatial disrance of 

http:charact.er
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those they stu dy by displacing them in time too Isee Fabian 19831, and so 
dismiss [he extent to which Others have always impinged more Of less upon 
us , and we on them. The Balinese had a significant impact on Western 
European music in the late nineteenth cenrury; as Europeans did on them 
even before colonization. An alternative to such exclusive scien tific classes of 
'disrincts ' are overlapping classes of 'opposites' or, to be precise, of 'differences 
or a peculiar kind, which are differences at once of degree and kind' 

(Collingwood 1933 : 73). 
Not only can cultures or discourses incorporate new information about the 

world, bur previous knowledge is continually being reworked in the light of 

e'perience. So knowledge is partly both archaeological and contextual. The 
resultant dialectic has been called a 'Scale or Forms' ICollingwood 1933 : 
54-91), This is not to suggest any necessary evolutionary progress, or 
internal consistency. Discourses, in this sense, are not static, exclusive or 
exhaustive. As the Balinese have encountered large-scale tourism, their 
image of Westerners has tended to change from see ing them as powerful, 
dangerous figures to over-sexed, extravagant and crude; while our images of 
Bali run the gamut from cultural museum to Paci fic isle. Now something 
interesting happens when we reconsider ' radical translation\ which rarely 
turns out to be as clear-cut as was implied. To the extent that discourses 
overlap, they affect one another. In encou ntering or talking about other 
peoples we modify our own categories. As we come to know more about the 
Balinese, we are also learning more about ourselves, or understand ourselves 
in different ways. The Balinese, of course. are doingsomerhing similar from a 
different sta ning poine The process is a kind of mutual , if panly 
incommensurable, critical ethnograph y of people in one culture on people in 
another. 

The debate about comparison and translation is not just an esoteric academic 
argument. The commonest theoretical approaches dismiss much of what the 
rest of the world has to say. They reduce others to silence, while obscuring 
this behind a miasma of metaphor. Such pretensions are as Cretaceous as they 
are hegemonic. Peddling an outdated sciemism is not just pushing a dubious 
panacea, but is frankly totalitarian. r hope those were for anthropologists, as 
one absolute ruler put it, 

My .. lIad days, 
When I was green in judgemenr: cold in blood. 

A'~/071y(J71dC/eopatra, 1. v. 73-4 

You will reca ll what happened to her after embracing a scaly form, 
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NOTES 

The loci classici are Radcliffe-Brown 1958a [1952J and 1958b [1923[ and Evans· 
Pritchard's reply (1950; 1961; 1965) drawing heavily, i[ seems, on Collingwood's 
detailed dislinCiions between natural scientific and philosophical. or historical. 
methods (1933 and 1942). A far more sophisticated protagonist of a scient ific 
approach to culture is Bateson ( 1958; 1973). There is no need to discuss here the 
extensive literature on formal comparison (e.g. Murdock 1957a; 1957b: 1967), 
now largel)· rejected but implicitly revived, often under the guise of 'structure' by 
U~v i·Srrauss ( 1969), despite long-standi ng criticisms (e.g. Schapera 1954; Goody 
1956; Leach I % Ia; Needham 1971; Ions 1977, 134- 42). In retrospect, Evans· 
Pritchard emerges rathe r well from the debare. 

2 In Anglo-Saxon usage. structure takes on a more empir ical or positivist flavour 
(Kuper 1975 ), or S(fesses 'conscious models' (Ward 1965, exemplified by R. H. 
Barnes L974: the latter's focus on indigenous categories avoids some nasry 
confusions of the former). 

3 On a questionable understanding of dichoromy, see Lloyd 1966: 156 - 62; P. S. 
Cohen 1975; Hallpike 1979: 224-8. On confusions of differences in degree and 
in kind ('opposites ' and 'distincrs', Croce 1948), see Coflingwood 1933 : 64-91. 
On more general criticisms of structuralis[ assumptions and method, see Hayes 
and Hayes 1970; Derrida 1972; 1976; Macksey and Donato 1972; Culler 1975; 
Sperber 1975: 51-84; 1985: 64-93; Benoist 1978; Wilden 1980. 

4 As Nagel has noted, for any sequence of events whatsoever, it is possible to 
constrUCt a mathematical function, even when they are notionally random (1961). 
The unhappy moral for lovers of system is that it is possible to imagine and argue 
order where none exists: a problem which Simpson rai ses (1961: 5) and round 
which Levi·Strauss tiproes on highly questionable grounds (1966: 9-10). On 
further problems in the nature of systems, see Collingwood 1933 : 176-98. 

5 Hack ing has pointed to a difference in Quine's and Feyerabend's theses: 'Quine 
urges that [here is {.oo much possibili[y for translation. The opposed doc[rine 
mai ntains rhere is 100 lillie . Two human languages could be so disparate that no 
system of translation is possible. This is [he spirit of Feyerabend's doc[rine of 
incommensurability' (Hacking 1975 : 152). For ' translation ' one can also read 
·comparison'. While Hacking reasonably notes some of the different stresses in 
the 19.10 approaches, in other ways [hey are less diverse (han he implies. Bo[h 
recognize the theory-laden narure of evidence and (he underde(ermina(ion of faC! 
by theory; bU( both develop di(ferent aspects of [he argumenc. 

6 Recently Bloch has asserted that a statement is metaphoric or literal depending on 
which a speaker indicates to his audience (1985 : 632). Does it follow (hat. if 
Bloch indica[es rime is metaphorically linear it is so only in a manner of speaking, 
but if li[eral then it really is linear? 

7 Despite their ostensible differences , Bloch and Geenz are intellectual bed· 
fellows. Their stared commitment to ethnography disguises a massive burden of (J 
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priori assumptions. Both assume, for instance, the psychic unity of mankind arxl 
the ultimate adequacy of Western reason and (positivis t) ontology to explain 
culture and all its variations. Both assume a Cartesian dichotomy of mind and 
body. expressed as the centrality of the distinction between (he instrumental and 
the expressive (as 'practical' and 'symbolic', a false dichotomy and an odd reading 
of Kant's strictly analytic, not substantive, distinction between 'hypothetical' and 
'categorical' imperatives) and - Geertz expl icidy, Bloch implicitly - the 
dependence of action on ideas and ideologies. They differ merely in the relative 
st ress on (he opposed dogmas of Utilitarianism and Romanticism, seeing humans 
epiwmized in the Weslern metaphors at Napoleon's English shopkeeper and the 
self-conscious aesthete respectively, h is a domestic (iff exported to Bali. 

8 Collingwood is interesting and careful on the differences between what can be 
compared and what measured (1942: 24); and on [he role of evocation in 
contrasting (comparison appropriately being defined as finding our 'what contrasts 
",ith ",hat'; 1942: 49-50). 

9 It is ohen assumed {for example in the structuralist focus on signi/i4nt and 
signifie> that the word-object relation is uncomplicated or universal. On the 
contrary, class terms, proper names and descriptions are a minefield for the 
unwary (e.g. Strawson 1950; Kripke 1977). If words or names do nor have the 
same sense or reference in all cultures (and there is evidence that they do not), 
then we cannQ( compare what is referred co in differem languages without prior 
investigation of use. 

10 Nadel 's reflections were typically more sophisticated than those of many of his 
successors, the statement above being hedged about with caveals. For example, 
he noted that activity implies intention, but this was made a potemially empirical 
maller which did not postulate inner states, as the 'purposive aspect refers only to 
the task-like nature of organized behaviour. , . not to any uher ior or ultimate 
purpose which the investigator might claim to have discovered in them' (195 L: 
109). 

II The expediem invocation of metaphor is a hallmark of realism ;11 extremis. Apart 
from indulging in many of the fallacies discussed above, it exports a naive 
metaphysics. Even such ostensibly fundamental 'biological' relat ionships as, say, 
mother and son presuppose ideas about causation. subs tance or inliuence, 
continuity, Similarity and personal identity, On what grounds, for instance, 
should we assume the cosmos, deities, and culturally important objects to be 
represented in terms of metaphoric extensions of family relations, rather than 
family relations being exemplifications at the same metaphysical principles which 
are held to inform the cosmos etc. (Goodman 1984: S9-60)? 

12 This kind of power is generally known as RasoAuian, and so mIlnusa saltli, people 
with such powers . 'Witches' is a poor gloss (or the richly nuanced terminology 
available. Much of the ostensible cxldity o( such figures comes from taking them 
OUt of the comexi of the many kinds of being and agency which the Balinese 
recognize. 

13 H. p, Grice 10 ] . S. Mill might be more appropriate, if ironic, For, as part o( h is 
grand programme of re- tread ing the footsteps of the Logical Positivists, Sperber 
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has, rightly, been concerned wi th developing a theory of comext (Sperber and 
Wilson 1986). Unfortunately, although it starts by modifying Grice, the argumenr 
seems to owe more to MiU-s inductive metaphysics than to Grice's cautious 
pragmatism, 

14 Dictionaries illustrate unregenerate essentia lism par ucellence at work. And One 
might be wise not to inquire how their decontextualiz.ed 'meanings ' were reached. 
Balinese was fortunate, though, as it was documented by Herman Neubronner 
van der Tuuk ( 18971. In one of the great works of Oriental ism he gives sentences 
and contexts of use more often than a translation, a caution which has stood later 
generations in good stead. He has been followed to some excel)( by Zoetmulder 
(1982) for Old Javanese, the languageo( many texts, but one which has percolated 
into everyday Balinese speech. 

15 1 am grateful to Nigel Barley and Edwin Ardener for the suggestive image and 
retort respectively. 
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